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Abstract—This paper presents results form the analysis of
twelve months of network telescope traffic spanning 2005 and
2006, and details some of the tools developed. The most significant
results of the analysis are highlighted. In particular the bulk
of traffic analysed had its source in the China from a volume
perspective, but Eastern United States, and North Western
Europe were shown to be primary sources when the number of
unique hosts were considered. Traffic from African states (South
Africa in particular) was also found to be surprisingly high. This
unexpected result may be due to the network locality preference
of many automated agents. Both statistical and graphical analysis
are presented. It is found that a country with a high penetration
of broadband connectivity is likley to feature highly in Network
telescope traffic, as are networks logically close to the telescope
network.
Index Terms—Network Telescope, Geolocation, Visualisation,
Intrusion Detection

I. I NTRODUCTION
HIS paper explores some of the more interesting results
found in the analysis of twelve months worth of Network
Telescope [1], [2] collected at Rhodes University between
August 2005 and September 2006 . In the processing of this
data , a number of discoveries were made which supported
conventional wisdom relating to the origins of hostile network
traffic, but also brought to light some interesting anomalyies
many prove useful as part of a further investigation in the
future.
While many potential areas of focus exist with the analysis
of the raw data collected by a network telescope, which
is in its essence raw IP traffic from which many potentail
approaches to the classification and analysis may be taken,
it is the interest of the authors to focus on the Geo-political
distribution of the traffic sources - where gerographically is
the traffici originating, and in what country do the sending
hosts reside. In order to perform such an analysis a suitable
toolchain was developed for analysing the data and bein able
to ascertain the Geographic origins of the captured traffic.
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A. Problem Statement
Conventional wisdom within the information security community has held that the source of most hostile traffic on the
Internet orginiates form South-East Asia, Korea, and Taiwan,
with China viewed as a growing source. To a large extent this
has been true, and the problem regared to be exacerbated due
to three primary factors. The first being the high prevelence
of software piracy - which initself has often resulted in
lack of software updates being applied ( particularly given
the requirement for compliance with the Microsoft Genuine
Advantage in order to access the updates for the Windows
family of operating systems). The second being the prevalence,
of relatively low cost high speed internet access for home
users, in some cases at a migh higher density than available in
the west. The final aspect is that as with the rest of the world,
the legal system lags behind technology, in the regulation of
sytem intrusion and other related cybercrime. This research
seeks to validate these calims through the analysius of long
baseline Network Telescope traffic.
B. Limitations
The authors recognise the limitations of the Geolocation
libraries used in this research, but there wase a neglegable error
rate between the two databases used. The country mapping is
recognised to be more accurate than the specific co-ordinate
mapping data. The information provided is felt to be accurate
enough for the majority of hosts to be able to provide a proof
of concept toolchain and initial exploration of the dataset.
C. Organisation
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section
II discusses the implmentation of the Network Telescope, and
the details of the traffic capture process. Section III follows
on detailing the actual analysis performed and some of the
challenges faced in the processing of the data. Results and
discussion relating to these are presented in Section IV. This
section is followed by final conclusions.
II. T ELESCOPE D ESIGN AND DATA C APTURE
The network telescope consists of a single system which
logs all traffic destined to the Class C (/24) IP network which

is routed to it. Care is taken to ensure that no responses can
be generated from this system so as to not differentiate it from
a non-existant network [3]. This does have a downside, which
is discussed later, but for the initial purposes is felt to be a
sufficient design decision. By not responding to any traffic
received, it is impossible for the remote side to determine
if this IP space is truely allocated, if it is being blackholed
at a firewall or router, or if the target devices are simply
turned off. Thus a completley passive monitoring interface is
created, by which a researcher can monitor the background
traffic radiating around the Internet. IP packet data is logged
to standard pcap files which can be further processed offline
by a wide variety of current network analysis and security
tools.
Logged data has been passed through various IDS systems,
such as Bro [4], [5] and Snort [6] for initial analysis, but these
are hampered to some extent in that there are only initial
packets, rather than data flows, and particularly in the case
of TCP traffic there are no payloads to be examined. UDP
and ICMP traffic do not suffer to the same extent form this
problem. Other tools such as InetVis have been used to identify
some of the scanning activity, and have been discussed in
previous work [7], [8].
The analysis perfomed for this paper, consisted of a number
of custom written tools for initial processing of the packet
captures, which were then loaded into a relational database
for further analysis
The primary advantage of using a network telescope as a
means of capturing traffic for analysis over standard methods,
is that du to the fact that no legitimate services are running in
this address space, we can assume that all traffic being seen by
the telescope, can be classified as being one of the following:
• BACKSCATTER - Traffic resulting as the monitored address space bein used for spoofing elsewhere, most often
as as decoy scans [9], [10] or as Denial of Service
Attacks. Or as a result of misconfigured hosts. This traffic
consists primarilly of certain classes of ICMP traffic and
of TCP Reset or SYN,ACK packets.
• M ISCONFIGURED -This traffic could be classified as
partially backscatter, as well as potential agressive traffic,
and is most often resultant of misconfigured hosts online.
• AGGRESSIVE /H OSTILE - This bulk of the traffic seen
on the network telescope can be classified as aggressive,
or potentially hostile. This includes the obvious cases of
overt network scans - both via ICMP and TCP scanning
and Obviously hostile packets with exploit payloads
(these only being seen in the case of UDP based exploits
due to its connectionless nature). The remainder is made
up of traffic that can be groupd as being originated
by various automated scanning agents such as Internet
Worms, and related Malware [2], [1].
Working on the basis of above classifications, we are able to
focus on the varied attributes of the data, rather than having to
first perform the somewhat involved separation of legitimate
traffic as would be required if data was being collected from
a ’live’ or production network or host. For the purposes of
this research, all this traffic will be processed together, and no
further differentiation will be made, although this separation

(and the process in order to achieve this) may form the basis
of future work.
III. M ETHODOLOGY
For the purposes of this research paper we have focussed
primarily on the Geo-political or Geospacial origins of the
IP datagrams collected on the Network Telescope. The input
data used for this study was collected using our network
telescope as described above. This data was in the form of
standard libpcap dump files, which contained the IP datagrams
as received by the telescope. Given the volume of data to
be processed it was felt that loading all the information
into an RDBM would provide the most flexable (and space
efficient) means of exploring the data. PostgreSQL was chosen
primaryly for its support of nativenative support of the IP
datatype, which simplified the construction of quieries, while
still providing a far more compact representation than storing
the IP address data as strings. The alternate would have been
storing the IP addres as a 32-bit integer, but this would have
incured the overhead of converitng backwards and forwards in
the query scripts, somethign which was handled transparrenlty
by the selected DBMS system.
Datagram capture files were processed by a series of
custom developed programs, and the relevant IP address
and other information extracted from the pcap files. Source
addresses were then tested against a Geo-location databases
provided by the free version of the M AXMIND . COM G EO IP
library [11] and the publically maintianed H OSTIP. INFO [12].
Initially simple country code mappings were optained, and
baseline per-country statistics created. Following from this
the Hostip.info database was used to extract Longitude and
Latitude co-ordinates for the allocated network address blocks
found within the captured traffic. Similar functionality is also
avialable in the commercial versions of the G EO IP databases.
Inorder to be able to perform this processing, a number of
intermediate tools were developed for initially converting the
raw pcap packet data into RDBMS loadable data, and then
for performing the secondary processing of GeoLocation, and
other ancillary tasks such as Operating System Fingerprinting
[13], [14], and finally integration of traditional Intrusion Detection processing outputs form Snort and Bro, the latter two
being out of scope for this particular work
This processing provides us with a multitude of data on
which analysis can be performed, from a number of differing
perspectives. For the purposes of this work we have focussed
on the Geo-political aspects. Processing of data was primally
performed through the development of a series of query
scripts against the populated RDBM which were used to
extract aggregated information, as a series of reports, and
then followed by directed ad-hoc queries, where needed. The
graphical plotting scemes discussed in the following section
were produced using custom written appplications which further processed the extracts of the database queries.
On commencement of this reseach, the biggest challenge
was felt to be the problems in dealing with the volume of
data , both in term of the number of discrete components (6
million discrete packet events), and in storage requirements

Table I
T OP 10 C OUNTRIES BY PACKET COUNT

(38 gigabytes of uncompressed raw capture files). However
after processing the capture data into the database only 2.2
gigs was used, this saving was due to the use of appropriate
datatypes for storage, and the removal ov packet payloads and
extraneous header fields. Query times were also surprisingly
quick, even for compilcated queries, with most being run in
under ten minutes.

Packet count
1429286
966424
866375
253977
213310
181784
166433
140751
128947
109066
Total

IV. R ESULTS
The results from the analysis of the data are presented in
two sections below. The first deals strictly with the numerical
statistical data produced during analysis, and the second with
the graphical outputs of the Geo-location processing, which
provides visual output for rapid quantification of traffic levels
by originating country.

%
24.15
16.33
14.64
4.29
3.6
3.07
2.81
2.38
2.18
1.84
75.3

Table II
T OP 10 C OUNTRIES BY UNIQUE SOURCE IP
Sources
249105
53228
25326
24323
17803
14118
12868
12741
11108
8370
Total

A. Statistical Data
After data was processed, a number of queries were run,
relevant outputs are shown in Tables I and II. ISO Standard
two letter coutnry codes are used, with the except ion of SAT*
which is used to donate source IP addresses which could not
be accuratley classified by the Geolocation libraries used. This
is in most cases Sattellite Service providers, where packets
may originate form maultiple distince geographical regions, in
most cases Africa or the Middle East, but appearing through
European or USA based providers.
1) Packet Counts: Table I shows that in terms of raw packet
count, the majority of packets received can be determined to
originate from China (CN), followed by the United States, and
quite surprisingly by South Africa in third place. This was an
unexpected discovery but can possibly be attibuted, to the rise
in broadband penetration with in the South African Internet
market, and the fact that the South African (ZA) networks
are both network and topologically close to the Network
Telescope As such the capture may well have a bias towards
these networks [1], [8]. This most likely accounts for the high
ranking of Mauritius (MU) and Egypt (EG) in 9th and 10th
places respectively. This closeness is of particular importance
when one considers that the traffic collected appears to be
largely generated by automated scanning agents, either worms,
malware or possibly in rare cased, manually directed scans.
Most modern network aware malware, use propogation scanning algorithims weighted to scan close networks in reference
to random addresses within greater IP space [15], [16], [17].
South Korea comes in in 8th place with only 2.38% of the
total packets, certianly much lower than expected. What does
seem significant, is that the top ten source countries account
for over 75 % of the total packet count.
2) Unique addresses: In order to determin the actual number of hosts on a percontry basis generating traffic destined
for the network telescope, we performed an ordering based
on unique source addresses, and then grouped these on a per
country basis, as shown in Table II. The USA was shown to be
the home to the majority of hosts (46.67%), followed by China,
reversing the packet count ordering above. Interesting that in
this ranking South Africa only appears in 13th place with 5094
unique hosts having sent traffic to the telescope network. The

code
CN
US
ZA
SAT*
DE
TW
JP
KR
MU
EG

Code
US
CN
CA
TW
DE
SAT*
JP
GB
FR
KR

ADDRESS

% of total
47.67
10.18
4.85
4.65
3.41
2.7
2.46
2.44
2.13
1.6
82.09

reminder of the top ten are all countries that enjoy a relativley
high penetration of low cost broadband connectivity. The totals
from these countries accounts for a significant portion of the
total traffic (82%) with the remaining 181 countries sharing
the rest. The significance of the broadband connectivity is
that users are encouraged to treat Internet access as a utility
resource - always on and available. Consequently computing
systems (many vulnerable and being run by home users with
little or no security knowledge) remain online almost permanently. This is exacerbated by the popularity of perr-to-peer
filesharing on resedentail networks, which also encourages
the permanaent connectivity. These factors make these hosts
attractive targets, for a variety of Internet malware.
Table III
T OP 10 TCP PORTS
Count
819911
537953
501402
252359
203774
111254
95604
68818
59001
57237

Port
445
135
139
1433
22
80
5900
23197
4899
57981

Service
Microsoft RPC
Microsoft Location Services (RPC)
Microsoft Netbios
Microsoft SQL Server
Secure Shell
HTTP
VNC
Torrent software
RADMIN
Unknown

%
13.85
9.09
8.47
4.26
3.44
1.88
1.62
1.16
1.00
0.97

3) Target Ports and Protocols: An alanysis of the target
ports for the telescope traffic was also performed. The top
ten results for TCP ports are shown in Table Table III on
page 3. thes top ten ports were unsurprising other than port
57981/tcp which has no known service or exploit associated

with it. These top ports constitute 45% of the total packet
traffic, with the exploits ofr Microsoft specific platforms filling
the top four places and accounting for 35% of the total packet
count. UDP analysis presented similar results, with the top
four positions all being Microsoft Windows platform targeted
ports of 1434,137,1026 and 1027 respectively. Port 1434/udp
is particularly interesitng as further analysis of the payloads of
these packets showed the majority to be varients of the 2002
Sapphire/Slammer SQL worm [18], [3], which is still active,
despite only being memory resident. This Sql Server targeted
Exploit traffic accounted for 11.8% of the total packets,
comming in second overall behind 445/tcp. These statistics
indicated that the majority of what can be surmised otbe hostile
traffic is targetted at Microsoft Windows hosts. Given the
percentage market share, and the degreey of homogenity of
this operating System family, it certianly provides a tempting
target for malware developers. The procol breakdown by total
packet count for TCP, UDP and ICMP respectively was 64.4%,
19.7% and 15.9%, with TCP showing to be the predominant
protocol.
Table IV
T OP H OSTS R ECORDED
Count
110509
56023
45709
34614
26700
26530
24178
23980
23153
20985

Source Address
196.14.141.x
213.144.0.x
196.21.79.x
196.20.2.x
196.36.42.x
221.203.145.x
196.21.140.x
196.21.56.x
221.10.254.x
196.20.0.x

Country
ZA
DE
ZA
NA
MU
CN
ZA
ZA
CN
NA

Table V
T OP S OUTH A FRICAN H OSTS B Y O RGANISATION
Count
110509
45709
24178
23980
18859
14217
14098
12880
11019
10033

Organisation
Internet Solutions
Tenet.ac.za
Walter Sisulu University
Technikon Mangosuthu
University of Cape Town
Verizon South Africa - Commercial
Technikon Mangosuthu
Walter Sisulu University
University of Cape Town
INTEKOM-SAPOS-03

4) Most Prevalent Hosts: The hots with the most prevalent
packet coutn are listed in Table Table IV on page 4, on a
global level. These hosts have been anonymised within their
class C network. The Top sending host seems to be some
kind of anolaly, as all packets are ICMP traffic, and looks to
have spent time scanning the all of the 254 hosts within the
network telescope over a period of 8 months 454 times each,
sending ICMP echo request (ping request packets). With four
South African hosts, and two namibian hosts in this group
we can again see the network locality aspect of malware
scanning comming in. Focusing just on South Africa, Table
Table V on page 4, shows the organisations of the top ten

recorded hosts on South African Networks, and their parent
organisations as according to AfriNIC. At this micro level,
we again see the preference for networks deemed to be local
[19], with seven of the ten hosts all being connected to the
TENET (South African Tertiary Education Network) network
cloud, and these all being within the same /16 network as the
Network telescope.
B. Graphical Outputs
The second phase of data analyis was to plot the processed
information onto a world map in order to be able to generate a
quick visual overview image of the source of traffic comming
into the telescope network. This was achieved in two ways,
the fisrt, using the co-ordinate information available to plot
the longitude and latitude of each source network. The second
aggregated traffic on a per country pasis and used the packet
totals as a key for shading the countries on a world map.
1) Geographic Plots: A global view of the total traffic
recorded during the period of investigation is show in in Figure
Figure 1 on page 5. This was generated using the Longitude
and Latitude co-ordinates as provided for the network addressblocks in the H OST IP. INFO database. It is worth noting that
the Eastern United States, looks particularly Dense, due to
the finer detail that is avialable, in comparison to a site like
China, where all many network blocks resolve to much fewer
geographical co-ordinate points. Figure Figure 2 on page 4
shows cropped images of the United States (a) and of Southern
Africa (b) where the clear clustering again can be seen round
the major centres of South Africa. Grahamsotwn, the home
of Rhodes university is indicated by the Arrow in Figure
Figure 2 on page 4(b). Despite its small size Grahamstown
featured, as it has a relatively high IP address density, given
the univiersites /16 (class B) allocation as well as other local
Internet Service providers. Tese local networks were a source
of traffic comming into the telescope. These Images are useful
for highlevel interpretation, but make rapid quantification of
the volumes of traffic originating form a given country difficult
to ascertain. Colouring of the plot points was experimented
with, but it was found that this tended to result in occulsion
of information due to the close packing of points in places
such Western Europe and the United States.

(a) United States
Figure 2.

(b) Southern Africa

Close up sections of geolocated plots

2) Country Based Plots: As a solution to the traffic quantification problem above, a tool was developed to generate
output such as shown in Figure Figure 3 on page 5, where
colour fills could be applied to countried, to provide a quick

Figure 1.

Longitude-latitude plotting of traffic by Source Address

means of quantifying the levels of traffic originating during
a given period. Figure Figure 3 on page 5 shows high traffic
volumes from The United States, Canada, United Kingdom,
France, Germany, China and Japan in red. Poland, South
Africa and Brazil fall into the second tier of countries. This
display model currenlty suffers from some shortcommings
which need further investigations. In particular the current
tools are unable to handle plotting the complete dataset, and
as such this is more suited for shorter time windows.

Figure 3.

Shading by Country based on packet count.

V. C ONCLUSIONS
In conclusion we have been able to produce an analysis fo the data collected on the network telescope from a
geospacial and geopolitical perspective. Traditional wisdom
of much malicious traffic originating form China holds true,
but interesting up comming sources from developing countries
such as South Africa, Egypt and Brazil were also identified.
The United States and to a large extent Canada continues
to be the source of the largest number of scanning/intrusive
hosts, closely followed by Western Europe, but surprisingly
little has been found orriginating from Scandinavian and
Slavic countries.The prevalaence of traffic from the Eastern
United States, France, Germany and Great Britain,can to a
large extent be accounted for due to the cheap and prevalent

broadband connectivity particularly in the residential market.
This encourages users to leave their systems on permanently,
or at least to a significantly longer extent than they would
likely do with dial-up connectivity. This cheap broadband has
a high penetration particualry amoungst home users, many
of which lack any addequite protection against constantly
evolving Internet Malware.
A. Future work
Based on the initial analysis work described above we intend
to persue some further analysis of the data, particularly in
conjunction with data from other geographically, and topologically distant network telescopes in order to try and determine
the degree of locality of our data. One such alternate dataset
is that provided by CAIDA. Particularly valuable would be
the processing of such a dataset, overlapping in time with the
dataset analysed in this work.
The toolset is also in need fo further refinement, and idealy
some means of automating much of the processing which is
currenlty controlled manually. This will be possible as we
become more aware of the requirements, and common sets
of operations used when analysing the data. The toolset has
also so far focussed only on the processing of the data from
the Geopolitical aspect, ans some basic statistical work, there
are a number of other aspects which need to be considered
further. These include:
• integration and analysis of IDS data
• the identification and separation of backscatter traffic
from the main corpus
• processing relating to Operating System information provided by p0f.
It is envisaged that the existing tools can be used as a basis for
accelerating further analysis of this and other similar datasets.
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